Risk Assessment of the Teaching Environment

As a way to minimize risks associated with the teaching and learning of physical education at your internship school site, please respond to the following procedures and questions.

Procedures:

1. Evaluate your gymnasium and other assigned teaching areas. Identify any potential risks in the physical environment (look for potential hazards that seem like they could cause injury).
   → Question: Why do these hazards present risk and how can they be avoided?
2. Examine equipment and identify safety concerns.
   → Question: Why do you have concerns about the safe use of this equipment?
3. Identify physical education activities that strike you as risky.
   → Question: Why do these activities seem risky to you?
4. Define the terms "Negligence" and "Enticing Risk."
   → Question: How do these two legal terms impact how you manage your teaching space and plan and teach activities for student learning in physical education?
5. Do a needs assessment for your physical education program (identify what needs to change).